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“Master, how come you feel unhappy.”

“For this celebration banquet, the old man called for you to take the initiative.”

“Obviously you are valued.”

“It means to support you as the future heir.”

“In other words, you will own the Lu family’s 100-year foundation in the future.”

“If I were to dream, I would wake up with a smile. But why did you never show a smile
along your way?”

The driver glanced at the quiet young man behind him through the rearview mirror, but
he couldn’t figure it out and asked in confusion.

That young man is not someone else, but naturally the young master of the Lu family, Lu
Hua.

“happy?”

“It’s been so long, but Noirfork’s affairs still haven’t completely ended.”

“Especially the damn old dogs, Ericson Li, Wang Jiexi, and Lei Lao San, have not yet
given me a reply. Judging from the attitude, the three of them are still not ready to loyal
to my Lu family.

“Also, Helen Qiu, the current head of the Mufan Group, was not able to completely
remove them from the last chance.”

“It’s just a bunch of waste~”

“It’s all right now. They hid in the military area and were protected by the Ten Thousand
Army.”

“My Lu family has no power in the army. Under this circumstance, if you want to attack
them again, it will undoubtedly be several times more difficult!”



“So many things are pending, how do you make me happy?”

Lu Hua felt very upset when he thought of Noirfork’s affairs.

Originally, Lu Hua thought that Noirfork without Mark was just a group of mobs and
scattered sand, he could split and disintegrate the forces under the Mufan Group with a
few tricks.

However, Lu Hua still underestimated the loyalty and fear of Mark from all forces in
Noirfork.

He has repeatedly emphasized that Mark is dead.

However, there are not many people who believe in Jiang Dong of Nuo Da.

You don’t have to see Mark’s body in person to believe what he said.

“The Martial God Temple can’t get his corpse, so where can I get it for you?”

“Fortunately, each of them is still the leading bosses in various cities. Now it seems that
all of them are scornful, afraid that Mark and the mouse are afraid of cats.”

“Well, since you are not willing to submit, then the young master will completely wipe
you out!”

“In Noirfork, I, Lu Hua, must hold it in my hand!”

Lu Hua’s eyebrows were cold and his palms were tightly clenched.

Originally, after the God of War appeared on Yunding Mountain that day, Lu Hua
dismissed his plan to get involved in Noirfork.

However, in the martial arts court, his Lu Hua easily retreated, but it only encouraged his
courage.

Even the Lu family began to fully support Lu Hua and occupy Mark’s foundation.

After all, the trial result of the Martial Arts Court has already demonstrated the attitude of
the Martial God Temple.

Don’t pay attention, ignore, don’t get involved.

It’s a totally disregarding attitude.

In this case, it’s strange that the Lu family didn’t swallow such a big piece of fat in
Noirfork.



Therefore, not long after Lu Hua was released, he once again led the order to Noirfork
and officially began to integrate Noirfork’s forces.

However, Lu Hua did not attack Mufan Group first this time, but first attacked from the
forces below. Once the Mufan Group is unsupported, even if Lu Hua doesn’t make a
move, it will naturally fall apart.

Therefore, during this period of time, in the land of Noirfork, those rich and powerful men
who were loyal to Mark died one after another.

I thought that if a few people died, those people would naturally surrender.

But then Lu Hua found out that it was his wishful thinking.

The Noirfork forces’ awe and respect for Mark is unimaginable. Unless they saw Mark’s
body with their own eyes, they would never betray.
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Of course, it’s not that they are loyal to Mark, mainly because Mark was scared.

Back and forth, Mark didn’t know how many times he died in Noirfork.

Just say that the last time the Noirfork catastrophe, the two big Gritsberg families took
control of Noirfork.

At that time, almost all Noirfork forces thought that Mark was really dead.

After all, Noirfork Wang Chen Ao has rebelled, and Mufan Group has changed hands.

Mark’s relatives are even more ready to run away.

At that time, everyone thought that the era that belonged to Mr. Chu had passed.

The situation in Noirfork ushered in a brand new stage.

But the result?

At the last moment, Mark is not the return of the king.

Killed the sons of the two big wealthy families in Gritsberg, let the thousands of troops
bow their heads, and made all parties bow down.

Even the king of Noirfork, Chen Ao, who has ruled you Noirfork for many years and was
regarded as the right-hand man by Mark, was beaten to the end by Mark.



Not only did his entire life be buried, but he was also expelled from Noirfork by Mark,
and he was not allowed to enter Noirfork again for his entire life.

It is with these bloody lessons that Noirfork forces will naturally not just listen to Lu Hua’s
words, and then give up their stand and follow him.

After his plan suffered setbacks, Lu Hua had no choice but to change his plan and
continue to attack Mark’s close relatives.

He felt that as long as Helen Qiu and the others relented, or died, without a leader, the
Mu Fan Group would naturally be easily controlled by him.

However, Lu Hua had counted a thousand calculations, but he did not expect that the
military would also intervene in this matter.

After all, the army is a force controlled by the secular world, and it overlaps with the
martial arts world to some extent.

Lu Hua is no longer lawless, and categorically does not dare to enter the military area to
kill people rashly.

However, the light is not good, he can come to the dark.

He has asked the family to use part of the secular relationship to pressure Lu Tianhe
within the system, or to squeeze him out.

As long as the commander of the Noirfork defense zone changes, Helen Qiu’s barriers
will be gone.

At that time, this Mark’s widow, will he not let him kill?

“Master, you don’t have to worry too much.”

“When this celebration is over, the reputation of our Lu family in the hot summer will
undoubtedly rise again.”

“At that time, let’s not say that there is a small Mufan group, that is, the giants of
Gritsberg, who have to bow their heads to our Lu family and respect them.”

As if seeing the boredom in Lu Hua’s heart, the driver who drove suddenly smiled and
comforted.

Lu Hua nodded: “That’s what I said.”

“After this celebration, our Jiangbei Lu family will no longer be the local power that once
lived in the corner. It is the top giant in the martial arts world who can radiate the
majestic power!”



“At that time, Helen Qiu, my Lu Hua will deal with you. Isn’t it as simple as crushing an
ant?”

Thinking of this, Lu Hua, who was bored along the way, finally showed a smug smile on
his handsome face.

Huh~

The wheels are speeding.

Outside the window, the oncoming wind was smashed to pieces.

In this way, while Lu Hua’s eyes were full of complacency, the luxury car he was riding
swiftly drove towards the land of Lin’an, facing the rising sun.

Until now, Lu Hua still didn’t know anything about Mark’s return.

Of course, not only Lu Hua, but it is estimated that apart from some of Mark’s relatives
and friends, the entire Hot Summer martial arts world does not know that the man who
made a global sensation back then is back.
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